DON’T FORGET:

- Navigate is term based which means attributes and academic work for newly admitted students will not appear on their profile until we “roll” over to their true effective term.
- Be sure to add the “orientation” meeting type when completing appointment summaries for summer advising and course registration appointments. AAI sends a weekly survey to students based off this meeting type to gauge students’ retention of information shared during the summer advising experience and gain insight into any improvements needed to the summer advising and course registration process!

NAVIGATE STUDENT UPDATE:

As of July 8, 2,665 students are using Navigate Student, resulting in 185 completed To Dos, 42 instances where students opted into Study Buddies, and 17,499 Welcome Survey responses. To see how your student has engaged with Navigate Student, users with an Advisor-trained role can view the “Path” tab on the student’s profile.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT

PATH Tab

Users with an Advisor-Trained role have the ability to see how students are engaging with some features in Navigate Student. Reviewable items include responses to the Welcome Survey, completed or upcoming To Dos, and past or upcoming event invitations. Use this information to connect with your students and keep “in the know” about their interests and campus engagement.

REMINDER:

If your unit requested summer advising constraints, all restraints will be changed back on August 5, 2024